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MARKET OVERVIEW
“In the short run, the market is a voting machine. In the long run, it is a
weighing machine.”- Benjamin Graham
BULLS OR BEARS
The worst quarter for the global economy became the best quarter for risk
assets! Bulls refused to back down and continued to show their mighty strength
as the speed and magnitude of the bounce back left investors spell-bound.
Covid-19 continued to remain the lingering threat in the minds of investors,
even as reopening optimism and potential vaccines dominated headlines.
DEVELOPED MARKET FIXED INCOME
Buy what the central banks buy- To be continued… Treasury volatility spiked
during the beginning of the month due to better-than-expected data, though
yields rapidly moved back to their previous lower range-bound levels amidst
rising demand for traditional portfolio hedges.
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EMERGING MARKET FIXED INCOME
Policy makers continued to mirror DM through aggressive rate cuts and fiscal
stimulus measures, but they struggled much more to tackle the negative effects
of the Covid-19 outbreak and the associated lockdowns. Fed actions and their
dovish tone helped bonds recover due to the contagion effect leading to low
single-digit returns, although risk premium for EM assets remained volatile.
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GCC FIXED INCOME
Oil prices continued their upward movement amidst reopening of economies
and improved demand added by anticipation of controlled supply in the near
future, which led to mid-single digit returns for GCC sovereigns. Renewed
risk appetite for high yield bonds helped the recovery in demand for weaker
GCC sovereigns like Bahrain and Oman.

EM USD Corporates
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NORTH AFRICA AND TURKEY
Economic challenges, sizeable debt requirements and deteriorating fiscal
buffer amidst a challenging global environment led to increased external
vulnerability for some economies. Although, risk-on sentiments and demand
for yield led to mid-single digit returns.

MARKET OUTLOOK
SURPRISES, SURPRISES! PARANOID, MUCH?
Potential vaccines and Trump’s tweets are two headlines which are seemingly
very crucial for market sentiments. Although, currently they both seem to be
very vague in nature. Risk assets are expected to continue to put investors
in something of a conundrum as the second wave of infections stalls effective
reopening of economies and global activity.
GROWTH – STORMS EBB, PATCHY WEATHER CONDITIONS EXIST!
The Great Lockdown impact is expected to be the most acute in Q2, followed
by a slow and staggered revival in growth in 2H2020. Growth developments
are expected to be fluid in nature and dependent on various ambiguous
factors. There is a battle between fundamentals and liquidity which continues
to favor “up in quality” exposures.
MONETARY POLICY – INFLATION, ARE YOU COMING BACK SOON?
Central Banks globally have made their stand clear that they are willing to
use their complete firepower to keep rates at the lower bound of 0% for the
foreseeable future. Inflation risk in the short term is expected to continue
to remain low, providing central banks flexibility to address global growth
concerns and a stressed liquidity environment.
SENTIMENT – VOLATILITY IS THE “NEW” NORM!
Widespread business closures, spiked unemployment rates, enhanced
geopolitical concerns and a continuation of US-China tensions is expected to
bring caution to sentiments. We believe ultimately the recessionary impact
will continue to push sentiment lower from current levels.

*EM USD Sovereigns= JPM EMBI Global Diversified Index, EM
Local Sovereigns= JPM GBI- EM Global Diversified Index, EM USD
Corporates= JPM CEMBI Diversified Index, Middle East Corporates=
JPM CEMBI Broad Middle East Index, Sukuk= FTSE Sukuk Index
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VALUATIONS – NOT SO “ATTRACTIVE”
Spreads on EM sovereigns and corporates have tightened considerably and
could not be classified as cheap but more at neutral levels, although we
believe pockets of values still exist within both the IG and HY space globally.
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Equity

YTD Chg %

7.89
-4.96

-11.68
-20.06

-13.69

-19.62

-22.68

EM EQUITIES
EM markets outperformed and gained by 7.0% despite continuing concerns
owing to the Covid-19 outbreak. We think the rally in EM stocks came on
the back of aggressive monetary policy easing and expectations of a swift
recovery in global economic activity. Economic data continued to improve
specifically in Asian economies which supported the risk assets.
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DM EQUITIES
The DM rally continued in June as majority of the economies reopened due to
a declining growth rate in new cases which improved the sentiment and led
the MSCI DM Index to gain 2.5%. However, in the last two weeks we have
seen signs of an acceleration of cases in some countries, including the US
which could raise some fears in the market in 2H20.

DM

-10.73

Global equities have witnessed a remarkable improvement in financial
conditions over the last couple of months on the back of accommodative
monetary and fiscal policies which led to a surge in global liquidity and a
recovery in asset prices.

PERFORMANCE OF KEY MARKETS

-6.64

MARKET OVERVIEW

June Chg %

MENA EQUITIES
MENA equities underperformed their EM peers in June with the index up by
1.1%. The UAE, after witnessing outflows in May registered a strong rebound
in June (+4.0%) mainly supported by banking and real estate names as the
economy re-opened. In contrast, Saudi Arabia closed flat for the month as
austerity measures and an increase in Covid-19 cases impacted investor
sentiment. Oil gained by 16.5% in June on the back of improving demand
and an extension of OPEC+ cuts in July.

MARKET OUTLOOK
We begin the new quarter with same risk factors (US and China tensions,
Covid-19, lockdowns and economic data) that we saw in 1H20 and should
continue to command the risk sentiment in the second half. The impact of
the pandemic on consumption and supply chain disruptions should weigh on
earnings in the coming quarters which might lead to another correction in
equities albeit not as we saw in 1Q.
DM AND EM EQUITIES
We think DM equities could give up some gains as valuations are more
stretched. A slowdown in earnings, roll-back of dividends/buybacks and
concerns due to an increase in covid-19 cases would further dent the
sentiment. EM outlook looks bleak as concerns over an outbreak is still
lingering which could lead to a slower than anticipated recovery in growth
(1H21e vs. 2H20e earlier). The main risk to our view could come from signs
of further stimulus packages from central banks.
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MENA EQUITIES
Economic data in MENA markets still show signs of deceleration in activity.
However, we think that the reopening of MENA economies should spur some
optimism in the short term, coupled with a strong rebound in oil prices
(QTD: +81%). In LT, the outlook looks challenging due to expat exodus,
weak consumer sentiment owing to austerity measures and reduction in
government spending which could affect the long-term growth prospects.
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DISCLAIMER:
This document has been prepared based on the sources believed to be reliable
solely for information purposes by Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Limited (“MC”).
MC is incorporated in the Dubai International Financial Center (“DIFC”) and
regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). This document
is only directed at “Professional Clients” as defined by the DFSA - Conduct
of Business Rulebook and no other person should rely upon the information
contained within it. Neither the DFSA or any other authority or regulator located
in the GCC or MENA region has approved this information. This information
and associated materials have been provided for your exclusive use. This
document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, or relied upon by any
person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution would
be unlawful under the relevant laws. Any distribution, by whatever means, of
this document and related material to persons other than those referred to is
strictly prohibited.

CONTACT US:
Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Ltd.
Al Fattan Currency House,
Tower 2, Floor 28, Office
2803, DIFC, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 424 4618
Email: MarketingTeam@
mashreq.com
www.mashreqcapital.ae

This document does not constitute investment advice, solicitation, any offer or
personal recommendation by MC or any related MC entity (which includes for
the purpose of this disclaimer, any employee, director, officer or representative
of any MC entity), to buy or sell any security, product, service or investment,
or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction, including any
jurisdiction where any such investment advice, solicitation, offer and/or
personal recommendation would be contrary to any law or regulation in that
jurisdiction. Certain assumptions may have been made in the analysis that
resulted in any of the information, projection, results and/or returns detailed in
this document. The opinions expressed here may change. The information and
opinions are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed
by MC to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed
as to accuracy. As such, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and
no responsibility arising in any other way for errors and omissions (including
responsibility to any person by reason of negligence) is accepted by MC, its
officers, employees or agents. This material may contain ’forward looking’
information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may
include, among other things, projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee
that any forecasts made will come to pass. This material is NOT intended
to be relied upon as a forecast, investment research or advice, and is not a
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any financial instrument or
to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed herein may change
drastically at any time due to market conditions. Reliance upon information in
this material is at the sole discretion and risk of the Professional Client/reader.
Investing involves risks.
Professional Clients are required to undertake their own assessment and
seek appropriate financial, legal, tax and regulatory advice to determine
whether any investment is appropriate for them in light of their experience,
objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. Neither MC
nor any related entity accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
consequential or any other category of loss (except for gross negligence and
wilful misconduct on part of MC) arising from any use of this document and/or
further communication in relation thereto. Neither MC nor any related entity
has any obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in this
document and any opinion expressed is subject to change without notice.
Any terms in this document are indicative and do not constitute solicitation or
an offer to sell to the public, whether on any particular terms or at all. This
document is not intended to identify, represent or notify any conclusive terms
and conditions of any transaction, or other material considerations or any
possible risk, direct or indirect that would or may be involved in undertaking
any such transaction.

